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15 Golf Driving Tips: Improve your Drive
©

By: Rob aka GolfGuyRob 2016 HittingtheGreen.com
The majority of golf tips shared today concern the improvement of a persons drive. The golf driving tips that are often
shared are more aimed towards hitting the ball a longer distance.
The first and foremost step when setting up for a long drive is your positioning. You should start off as you would do for
any golf swing shot. Driving is a very important shot as it can determine the rest of the hole.
Some simple yet effective free golf driving tips for accuracy and length have been included below:

Tip 1: Make The Club Do The Work
So often, beginners are seen attempting to smash the ball to pieces in the hope of increasing the distance of their drive
and impressing thier mates. The clubs are designed for different distances, so let your driver do it’s thing. A useful golf
driving tip here is to concentrate on your swing and the centre of the ball, not the power of your swing.
Trying to hit the ball too hard will result in a slice, an air shot, or even a pulled muscle on your part. Just take your time,
get the motion of your swing correct and let the club do what it was made for. Only when you have mastered your swing
should you try to hit it harder.

Tip 2: Keep Your Eyes On The Game
The professional golfer’s eye line is parallel to the target line. This is a critical alignment to facilitate the club’s correct
path approaching impact. If the eyes point to the right of the target, the club will likely come excessively from the inside.
If the eyes point to the left, the club will be excessively steep. Matching the eye line to the target line is a great way to
get the club on the correct path.

Tip 3: Keep Your Elbow Attached to Your Hip
The correct sequence of motion beginning the downswing creates the proper tilt of the right side. This allows the right
arm to bend, creating a powerful position while ensuring an on-plane attack. Keeping the right arm close to the hip
encourages the body to drive the arms and club through impact, minimizing the role of the hands during contact.

Tip 4: Keep Your Muscles Supple and Your Grip Soft
Try keeping your hands soft throughout the swing and leaving the club at the top of your backswing for as long as
possible. By soft hands, I mean keeping your muscles supple from your elbows through your fingers. Doing this helps
promote a quicker, snappier release through impact.
By leaving the club at the top, here’s what I mean:
Once you get your body set at the top of your backswing, keeping your club at the top allows you to begin the
downswing not with your hands, but with your larger, more powerful trunk and leg muscles. By driving the downswing
with the body and then with the hands, you can achieve some serious lag that’s going to release when your clubhead
meets the ball. Stick with these two swing thoughts, and you’ll find that effortless swings are the secret to more
distance.
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Tip 5: Short Backswing = Longer Drive
By swinging the club too far back, all you’re doing is losing width and control. You can get all the power you need from
little more than a three-quarter-length backswing, as long as you have a correct wrist hinge and full body turn. With this
simple golf driving tip, you will get much more width into your golf swing resulting in more consistent longer drives.

Tip 6: Clear Vision
One golf driving tip is to visualize the shot you want to hit. Feel a smooth swing as you take a couple practice swings
and visualize the ball flying to your target. This helps instill confidence and focuses you on execution instead of “what if I
top my first tee ball?” Whatever you do don’t think about topping off the tee, imagine yourself hitting the ball straight
down the fairway and never think to yourself what if. Just feel confident about your shot and it will more than likely come
off for you, but you must concentrate!

15 Golf Driving Tips cont.

Tip 7: Aggressive Hip Rotation
Tigers hip rotation on the downswing is unmatched on tour. He can do this because of his extreme core rotational strength
and flexibility. Even though you may not be as fit as Tiger, you can still try to rotate your hips aggressive on the downswing
while trying to create lag behind you with your club. What this does is created a high level of torque in your core, which
translates into a MUCH higher clubhead speed and distance.

Tip 8: Tilt Your Spine Away
Tilt Your Spine Away: Another great addition to our golf driving tips is to tilt or angle your spine away from the target. This
enables you to sweep up on the ball giving it more loft and distance. The most common position for amateurs is a straight or
reverse tilted spine causing you to hit down on it and losing valuable height and distance.

Tip 9: Always Keep Your Foot Anchored
One of the essential golf driving tips to hit longer is to keep your foot anchored and your body behind the ball. The anchored
foot is the foot which you swing away from and towards the ball. If you’re right handed it will be your right foot and the left
foot for the left hander. Lifting your foot too early on a golf swing decreases the power and the length of the shot. Keeping
your foot anchored on any lofted shot also stops you from going into your downswing too early and interrupting the fluid
motion of a full swing, which also results in a loss of distance on the shot.

Tip 10: Level Rotation of Hips and Shoulders
One of the keys to a solid drive is to make sure that on your backswing you keep your backswing side as motionless as
posibble, so you can and let your front side do all the work. This keeps the shoulders and the hips at a level alignment and it
allows you to make a good solid rotation for a great backswing and a powerful, solid shot.
A good way to practice the level turns of the shoulders and the hips is to take a couple of help speed practice swings with
the arm you use at the front of the swing, and just that arm only. Make sure you concentrate on keeping the shoulders and
the hips on a level rotation while doing so.

Tip 11: Hang a Shirt on Your Club
As whacky as this may sound it is really effective practice purposes nonetheless. It is preached (along with many other golf
driving tips) by a lot of professional golf instructors and is proven to work. It not only helps to slow down your swing and
prevent slice or hook, it also encourages you to finish your swing off completely. Don’t make the mistake however of pausing
at the top of your backswing as you still want that natural fluent motion of a normal golf swing.

Tip 12: Imagine You’re Playing Baseball
Yep, another one of those great golf driving tips you know us so well for. This is not your average tip for driving but it works
just as well, if not better.
Make some waist-high practice swings as if you were hitting a pitch. Increase your speed after each swing, really trying to
feel and hear the clubhead whip through impact as if you were “swinging for the fences.” Gradually lower the height of the
swing as if a pitcher were throwing you lower pitches. Continue until the clubhead contacts the ground.
You’re now well on your way to adding an extra 20 yards to your drives!!

Tip 13: It’s All About The Arms
Every golfer goes through fazes of inconsistency in their ball striking no matter how experienced they are. A good golf driving
tip to get rid of this incosistency is to get used to swinging with the arms. The arms are often forgotten about in golf driving
tips, and more emphasis is placed on the trunk. Your arms are just as important in any golf swing.
To start getting your confidence and reassurances back all you have to do is swing your club as you would but as you follow
through bring back to a backswing again, and keep it going like this for a few repetitions, or until you feel comfortable again
with the club and the line of your swing. Make sure you keep this action going in a consistent motion with no pauses in
between.
You will be hitting consistently again in no time at all.

Tip 14: Minimizing Spin To Get More Length
Having spin on the ball off a drive can seriously shorten the distance of which you hit. Some golf driving tips for getting rid of
spin are outlined below:
Use a higher tee than normal. The best tees for this are the 23/4 inch tees that peg the ball as high as possible. Having a
higher tee like this promotes the golfer to swing up on the ball rather than flat on it or even down on it in some bad cases..
Get rid of any downward action. Swinging up instead of down on contact with the ball will minimize spin and improve your
overall driving distance.
Remain behind the ball. Any tendency to slide ahead of the ball at impact will lower the launch angle and create more spin.
Stay down and through the shot at impact, swinging the club up, out and away from the body, not down and across it.

Tip 15: Get Fit For Longer Drives

15 Golf Driving Tips cont.

No matter what you have done in the past to increase your drive, none of them can be as effective as actually getting fit to
perform your swing and drives better. If you still can’t get up there in the 300 yard marker I think it’s time to hit the gym. No
matter how good and fluid your swing is, if you’re not strong and flexible in the correct places then you’re not going to get
maximum distance. My advice to you is sign up for one of the many golf fitness programs available on the internet and get
hitting longer drives.
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“Ladies of the Links on the 10th Hole”
This was a recent picture taken by our favorite Royce Brook bartender, John. The gals took this photo to
cheer me up as I was in an Italian hospital recovering from a scooter accident. It did the trick, thanks
Ladies!!!
As always, pics from your game are always welcomed and are posted on our website weekly. Please
include the names of the participants when emailing the pics, Please send to pam@ladiesofthelinks.com

Featured Member of the Month
Godelieve Babey, President/Practitioner FAFS, ACSM CPT/CIFT, CFMR, CAFS
Godelieve Babey established Be Fit Anywhere, LLC with the purpose that you can
be fit here, there and anywhere where a gym environment is not required. Being in
business for almost 10 years, a fitness professional and movement specialist for
at least 15 years she has evolved to fill the gap in movement training between
Physical Therapy and Fitness.
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This area of service helps those suffering from injury, athletic performance,
demands of grandparents and new parents. She has helps pitchers improve their
throw, runners improve their gait, to cheerleaders sticking their land to working
with clients with fused spines, joint replacements to those who have no idea
where to begin. She is known to customize programs to fit you instead of trying to
fit you into a program. This is key as everybody has a different history.
As a Functional Movement Specialist Godelieve understands the biomechanics needed by the body to learn
a sport such as golf as well as other sports including cheer, baseball, tennis, running, and more. This is key
for an athlete's performance to help an athlete learn how to steer their body. As one client says "I like how
you explain things instead of just giving instructions. You teach how the body works." (Bill C.) and he now
incorporates movement into his daily activity and not just exercises. Many times people come out from
physical therapy where it doesn't stick for the rest of the body in not trained to support the PT.

Godelieve Babey cont.
Godelieve, who recently turned 50 currently lives in Hillsborough with her husband of 28 years with their 2
sons, Tyler and Dale. She is an active bike rider, loves to kayak, hike and was a runner completing 3 half
marathons. She earned her Fellowship in Applied Functional Science from the Gray Institute and certified in
3D Movement Analysis Performance Screenings, Women Specific Functional Training, Certified Personal
Trainer including persons with disabilities, Boxing Fitness, Kickboxing, Spin, Boot Camp as well as taking
classes at RVCC to deepen her study. She is also working on writing her first book: "Exercise is an Ugly
Word! Learning to move that is more like Play”
Godelieve is looking to expand her business and bring trainers on board who want to serve this population in
need. Her studio is located on Clerico Lane, Hillsborough.
Be Fit Anywhere, LLC is located at:
2 Clerico Road, Bldg. 2, Ste 212 Hillsborough, NJ 08844
(908) 336-1177
gbabey@befitanywhere.com
www.beFITanywhere.com

Recipe of the Month

Classic American Blueberry Crisp
Ingredients)
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1 1/2 cups all-purpose flour



3/4 cup brown sugar



1/2 cup cold butter, diced



1/2 teaspoon salt



1 cup white sugar



1/4 cup orange juice



2 tablespoons instant tapioca



1 teaspoon cinnamon



6 cups fresh blueberries

Directions
1. Preheat oven to 375 degrees F (190 degrees C).
2. Combine flour, brown sugar, butter, and salt in food processor; pulse mixture
into coarse crumbs.
3. Stir sugar, orange juice, tapioca, and cinnamon together in a bowl; add
blueberries and stir to coat completely. Spoon blueberry mixture into a large
baking dish. Sprinkle crumbs over the blueberries.
4. Bake in preheated oven until topping is golden brown and the filling bubbles,
about 40 minutes.
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